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Vehicle personalization 
(N-Zones air condition, Keyless 
Entry, ...)
OBD diagnosis
Reduction of polluting exhausts 
and fuel consumption
React faster and more precise 
than humans to avert imminent 
danger 
(ESP, ABS, Airbag, ...)
Relieve driver and enhance 
driver‘s focus
(SVA, LVA, ACC, navigation)
Comfort
Environment
Legal RequirementsDriver Assistance
Growing 
vehicle 
complexity
Vehicle Assistance
Growth of vehicle electronics complexity is driven by four main objectives.
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Holistic approach
Methods for problem
solving
interdisciplinary
approach
marketing
R&D
procurement
…
Requirements
customer
market
legislation
…
Product Lifecycle
development
production
maintainance
disposal
Economics
Final AcceptanceFinal Acceptance
SystemtestSystemtest
IntegrationtestIntegrationtest
TestTest
Specification
Experience
Specification
Results
RequirementsRequirements
System ArchitectureSystem Architecture
Mapping to ECUsMapping to ECUs
ECU DevelopmentECU Development
Management of the grown complexity requires professional systems
engineering.
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Various 
changes during 
development
Processes and 
guidelines are 
used
High priority on 
innovations
Safety critical 
systems under 
development
(x-by-wire)
Many OEMs and 
Tier 1
Large number of 
units/Lifecycle
Focus on cost 
effectiveness
Lifecycle 
approx. 18 years
The automotive industry is mainly driven by cost effectiveness and 
innovations.
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Only necessary 
changes during 
development
Stringent 
processes are 
established
Highest priority 
on passenger 
safety
Various safety 
critical systems…
Small number of 
units/Lifecycle
Focus on 
reliability
Lifecycle 
approx. 60 years
The avionic industry is mainly driven by safety.
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Only necessary 
changes during 
development
Stringent 
processes are 
established
Highest priority 
on passenger 
safety
Various safety 
critical systems…
Small number of 
units/Lifecycle
Focus on 
reliability
Lifecycle 
approx. 60 years
Different general characteristics and expertise in both industries enable 
bidirectional knowledge transfer.
¾ Substitution of knowledge feasible
¾ Due to the different characteristics no one-to-one transfer applicable 
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Common solutions to manage the growing complexity are applicable.
Standardization
Increased use of 
“Commercial off 
the shelf” hardware
Reuse of Hard- and Software
Standardized processes 
and commercial tools
Systems Engineering
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Platform m.n
Platform m.2
Platform m.1
OEM m
Platform 2.n
Platform 2.2
Platform 2.1
OEM 2
Supplier B
¾Chassis
¾Safety
¾Telematics
¾Multimedia
Supplier A
¾ Chassis
¾ Safety
¾ Body/Comfort
¾ Multimedia
Supplier C
¾Body/Comfort
¾Powertrain
¾Telematics
¾Multimedia
Platform 1.n
Platform 1.2
Platform 1.1
OEM 1
AUTOSAR aims to improve complexity management of integrated automotive 
E/E architectures through increased reuse and exchangeability of SW modules.
Platform m.n
Platform m.2
Platform m.1
OEM n
Transferability
between suppliers
Transferability
between vehicle platforms
Transferability
between manufactureres
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Worldwide, OEMs and suppliers participate in AUTOSAR.
Status: November 8th, 2005
10 Core Partners
General
OEM
Generic
Tier 1
Standard
Software
Tools and 
Services
Semi-
conductors
27 Associate
Members
47 Premium Members
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Project Objectives Topics
To achieve the objectives, AUTOSAR has to address the main topics:
software integration, basic software, and functional APIs.
 Methods of Software 
Integration
 Basic Software
 Functional APIs 
 Consideration of availability and safety requirements
 Redundancy activation 
 Scalability to different vehicle and platform variants
 Implementation and standardization of basic system 
functions as an OEM wide “Standard Core“ solution 
 Transferability of functions throughout network
 Integration of functional modules from multiple 
suppliers
 Maintainability throughout the whole “Product Life Cycle“
 Increased use of “Commercial off the shelf hardware“
 Software updates and upgrades over vehicle lifetime
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The AUTOSAR standard will be completed and available to automotive 
product development in 2006.
- methodology and 
templates 
finalized
- BSW and RTE  
prototype 
implementations 
and integrations 
completed, test 
specification 
completed
- All documents 
formally released, 
specifications
verified on an 
application
demonstrator, 
proof of concept 
demonstrated
Phases
Status
- Autosar BSW 
specifications for 
Release 1.0 are 
finalized
15.12.2005 31.5.2006 15.12.200630.5.2005
Validation
- Autosar BSW and 
RTE 
specifications for 
Release 2.0 are 
finalized
- Autosar concept 
finalized
30.9.2004
IntegrationMethodologySpec R2.0Spec R1.0Concept
2H 2004 1H 2005 2H 2005 1H 2006 2H 2006
Milestones
t
t
actual
timeline
Specification of Templates, BSW and RTE
Implementation 
and Integration
Update BSW and RTE Specifications 
via CCB
Test & Validation
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Conclusion
Fast growth of the complexity of E/E architectures is a major challenge 
with respect to product quality for aviation and automotive electronics.1
Systems Engineering is an integrated approach which covers the 
development process and the complete product life cycle.3
AUTOSAR enables management of the growing E/E complexity with respect 
to technology and economics.4
Through interconnection of subsystems, new system properties emerge 
which have to be understood and controlled.2
AUTOSAR pushes the paradigm shift from an ECU based to a function
based approach in automotive software development.5
